PURITANBOOK.COM, aka Grace Faith - Terms and Policy - New York, USA.
A) About Our Site, Members and Membership:
1.- Our site is not a public web site far it is considered a place where reformed churches'
members, members' family and relatives, and friends who regularly visit the reformed churches
can be sharing everything considered legit or in bona fide about their lives, therefore it's a private
place. However if someone else considers to be a friend of the reformed churches, desires to join
us, that person his/her will be very welcome considering that he/she will submit to these terms and
regulations or policy. When members get enrolled we understand that members have read this
terms and that they're aware they're accountable of their status as one within the profile of what it
said above.
2.- Any individual has no right to be raising conflicts, being arguing on issues contrary to the
doctrines of grace, this individual can't be an disrespectful one, who is contending or creating
difficult situation affecting other members, or to be addressing themselves to other people or entity
outside this network.
3.- In case of some individual who is being the subject of the case above, this individual will be
responsible for the any affection created to other person (s) or entity, taking the risk of being
blamed and sued by the person (s), entities affected. Puritanbook.com will cede of type of
information to the affected ones, if it were necessary, that can help them to make ground for a
lawsuit; 'help' regarding to personal information collected from this individual who is creating
conflicts, IP, E-mail, Log-in log-out audit information, dates, times of access, etc.
4.- Members will be responsible for contacting other members or send information from the site to
friends out the net. Members' information input by them will be seen publicly by other members
inside the puritanbook.com's social network , Churches' names, Members' names, E-mails, date
and time of record updated, fullinfo, if input, will be also publicly displayed.
5.- The service at puritanbook.com is free and members are not obligated to pay for it or to make a
forced donation, which is publicly shown on the home page, www.puritanbook.com; this button
from donation is shown to be used voluntarily and freely, being any donation done her used for the
maintenance of the site, cover expenses, server, web design, organization, fuel, electric, computer
upgrade, help others when it is need. The donation are raised through PAYPAL, and it's paid to
info@puritanbook.com.
6.- We, puritanbook.com, being a group of Christian people and church members neither legally
organized nor pursuing any profits, reserve the right to refuse service to a trouble-maker,
disrespectful, offensive, dangerous, impolite person (s). We won't be responsible for any blackout
for any reason that can happen to our web site or server or hosting issues. We won't be obligated
to give o serve our members with a perfect or accurate service, and we could stop this service
when we see ourselves affected for any case that force us to shut down the place or site.
7.- Our common interest is that one of being sharing our Christian values, being edified as a body
in Christ, and live in the midst of a peace that overpasses all understanding, and not desire to
encounter cases like those above said. It will sad for us to cancel any membership to someone
who is not walking orderly at this site. We hope that never ever this will occur to any of us at this
site.
Puritankbook.com has a public address from its contract with domains and hosting at Franklin
Square, NY, and will be working under consideration of its administrators and moderators.

B) About what members can do:
1.- Members can open a record naming it 'Site members', to allow others to know their registerd
members; if anyone gets registered and don't open a new record using 'ADD NEW' on the starting
page then on one knows of their present as members; if they have used "ADD NEW' to create a
record for any announcement then only they'll be shown as a announcer. It's a good idea if
immediately any person gets registered they open a new member's record.
2.- Members can announce any activity or event on their own; they can add as many events as
they want.
3.- Members can send message to others from their announcements created, or any record
created.
4.- Members can delete as many of their records they are desiring to delete and create new
different ones; if they can't see the category and subcategory they need they can e-mail the
administrator or moderator for that category and subcategory to be added. Only Members can
add, delete, update their own data and be supervised by the administrator or moderator.
5.- Members can fully cancel their membership and ask the administrator to delete all their
information from the database. No one else can see the private information from the database,
only members, administrator (s) or moderator (s) can see this data.
6.- Members must be 18 years and up. When members sign up they also saying they're 18 years
or up. We won't be responsible for anyone registering under this age.
puritanbook.com
FRANKLIN SQUARE, NY. January 14, 2012.

